Production and Logistics Technician
Company: Terabee, High-Tech sensor and sensing solutions company
Location: France, Saint Genis-Pouilly, (Close to Geneva, next to CERN)
Contract: Full-time

Terabee is a dynamic and fast-paced technology company that designs, develops and
manufactures the TeraRanger brand of optical Time of Flight distance and ranging sensors,
bringing new ideas and unique solutions to robotics, automation, IoT and smart city
challenges.
We are now seeking for a Supply Chain Supervisor to build the TeraRanger products. You
will operate within a highly stimulating and international environment. You’ll be a team player
with a passion for technology and design, a creative mind and a sense of initiative.

Role and Responsibilities:
●
●
●
●

●

Carefully assemble TeraRanger products according to defined standards and
processes
Build and maintain suitable stock levels of TeraRanger products to ensure customer
orders can be fulfilled
Prepare, register and ship customer orders
Accurately manage a simple logistics software system to keep stock updated and
populated
Advise on and implement production and logistics process improvements

You are best equipped for this role if you have:
●
●

●
●
●

A Bachelor degree, ideally in logistics and/or production
Ability to undertake manual production and assembly work in a high-technology
environment, including optics and electronics
Fluent English, both verbal and written (Additional languages advantageous, but
not essential)
Capacity to quickly adapt and work in a fast-paced, multi-disciplinary and
international team
An ability to multitask and show both enthusiasm and reactivity for learning new
competences

This is an ideal first position for someone looking to start their career in high-tech product
production and logistics. Prior experience is beneficial but not essential and appropriate

training will be given. Due to rapid expansion, this position offers multiple career growth
opportunities with new positions opening up as the company grows.

Please send your CV and letter of motivation to careers@terabee.com with the title
"Production and Logistics Technician” in the subject line
We look forward to receiving your application!

